
RESERVATION FORM
Print this form, fill out and send it by Email to: baidist@aol.com. If you do not receive a
confirmation within 72 hours; please re-submit. The tour is sold on a first come-first sold
basis and the limit is 26 travelers.

Please reserve my space in the Belgiumking Belgium Beer Tour – February 25th –
March 5th, 2017 for:

Traveler #1 Name: _______________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________________

City-State-Zip ________________________________________________________

Phone - Home:___________________________     Cell: ______________________

Phone – Business: ________________________

Fax: _____________________   Email:____________________________________

Nationality: ________________ Passport #: ____________________ Exp: ________

Note!! Passport must be valid for at least 3 months beyond return date and have a chip!

Country: ________________________ DOB: ____________________________

Sex: ______________ Non-Smoking: _____ or Smoking: ____________
Note: The tour operator has no obligation to smokers – Belgium is largely a non-smoking
country so smokers should be aware that some restrictions will apply.

Dietary restrictions/allergies:

Single room __________ Double room* ____________
Double rooms may have either one or two beds. The tour operator will endeavor to have
double rooms with 2 beds, but some properties might not have this capability.

In Case of Emergency Please Notify (Name/Phone #)

____________________________________________

Cost per person, based on double occupancy of rooms - $1899.00 each person if
using PayPal; $1845 if using a Money order or Cashier’s Check.
Single Supplement - $450 Additional

Initial & Date___________________



This is a land only tour. Each individual must arrange their own airfare. All
participants must finished checking through customs and in the arrival hall at
Brussels/Zaventem airport no later than 9:00 AM Saturday February 25th, 2017!
Any flight delays or cancellations are not the responsibility of the tour operator and
under no circumstance will the tour wait for late arrivals. Any situations that might
arise will put the burden of responsibility of the individual/individuals to procure
transportation at their own expense to travel to wherever the tour group might be at
the time.

Traveler #2 Name: _______________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________________

City-State-Zip ________________________________________________________

Phone - Home:___________________________     Cell: ______________________

Phone – Business: ________________________

Fax: _____________________   Email:____________________________________

Nationality: ________________ Passport #: ____________________ Exp: ________

Note!!Passport must be valid for at least 2 months beyond tour end date!

Country: ________________________ DOB: ____________________________

Sex: ______________ Non-Smoking: ______ or Smoking: _______________
Note: The tour operator has no obligation to smokers – Belgium is largely a non-smoking
country so smokers should be aware that some restrictions will apply.

Dietary restrictions/allergies: __________________________________________

Single room __________ Double room* ____________
Double rooms may have either one or two beds. The tour operator will endeavor to have
double rooms with 2 beds, but some properties might not have this capability.

In Case of Emergency Please Notify (Name/Phone #)_____________________________

Initial& Date_________________________



Accommodations wanted:
O Traveling together with.....................................................................
O Traveling alone, but wish to share a room, if possible (I agree to be billed for a single if
no roommate is available within 60 days of the tour date)
O Traveling alone and prefer single room (will pay single supplements)
Reservations and payments:
Please complete this registration form and send it to us with your deposit or full payment.
Deposits are $500 per person and payments are as follows:
50% of balance due by November 25, 2017
Remainder of balance due by January 6th, 2017

Payments are to be by check or PayPal. PayPal payments are to be submitted to
baidist@aol.com. Make your check or money order payable in US funds to Travel Pros
Tours LLC.

Upon receipt of this information Travel Pros Tours LLC will send you a confirmation.

Terms & Conditions

Cancellation and travel insurance is highly recommended, as it is not included in the
package price.

Please Note! Travels Pros Tours LLC, www.belgiumking.com, Albion Tours and
any of their associates, officers, affiliates or subsidiaries or any other entity
associated with the tour assumes no responsibility for any individual or group
problems resulting in illness, injury or death throughout the entire tour and /or
problems with any travelers traveling to their point of departure, during their travel
or return to their place of residence. The traveler also acknowledges that any entity
involved with this tour is hereby forever released from any claim whatsoever arising
from any issue, defect or performance of this tour.
The traveler acknowledges this, and releases all of the above mentioned businesses
and their employees, affiliates and subsidiaries and any other associated entity from
any legal action forever after this document is signed.

LAND ARRANGEMENTS INCLUDE: Accommodations are of the category or class
as indicated in the schedule and are based on two persons sharing a room with private
facilities. Some hotels might have rooms with 2 beds, but this is not guaranteed, so any
individuals booking a ‘double’ must understand that this might be a room with one bed.
We reserve the right to substitute accommodations of a similar category when necessary.

Initial & Date _______________________



Meals that are included in the tour will be designated by an asterisk; if no marks are seen,
it will be acknowledged that the meal is not included. Most Belgian hotels provide a
breakfast. This breakfast will usually include breads, cold cuts, juices and pastries.
Taxes, Fees, Hotel taxes and service charges as imposed by governments and entrance
fees to parks, museums, breweries and any listed visits are included as indicated in
brochure. Gratuities, when not included, are left at the client's discretion. Sightseeing and
Transportation are included to the extent as specified in the itineraries.

NOT INCLUDED IN LAND PRICE: International air transportation or any additional
transportation that is not listed in the tour schedule. Excess baggage charges as imposed
by airlines and/or forwarding of baggage. The tour coach will not allow luggage that is
not allowable on airlines. One piece of luggage per traveler is allowed and that piece
must conform to existing standard airline regulations. Overweight or oversized luggage
will not be permitted on the coach. Passport and visa fees and medical charges for
inoculation, items of a personal nature such as laundry, beverages, meals not included
unless otherwise stated and any other items of a personal nature. Any ancillary items
including but not limited to internet access, unlisted meals and beverages,
telephone/cable/fax charges, baggage, trip cancellation and personal insurance, Airport
taxes, Gratuities to guides/escorts/drivers. Baggage insurance is strongly recommended.

Cancellation and refunds.
* Your cancellation request must be made in writing. Deposits will not be refundable
under any circumstance.
* Cancellation received after 90 days before departure are, in addition to the non-
refundable deposit, will be subject to 50% of the cost of the tour.
* Cancellation received after 30 days before departure date are non-refundable. We
strongly recommend trip cancellation & interruption insurance.

The tour is organized by Travel Pros Tours LLC, Ocala, Florida in conjunction with
Albion Tours NV, Knokke-Heist, Belgium.
If Travel Pros Tours LLC or Albion Tours cancels the tour prior to departure, all money
paid will be refunded and this will constitute full settlement for the client. Travel Pros
Tours LLC & Albion Tours will endeavor to give as much notice as possible if this tour
is likely to be canceled. This will normally be 45-60 days prior to departure, but not
guaranteed.

Tour Prices:
Prices Quoted are in U.S. currency, are based on current tariffs and energy/petrol costs
and are based on a minimum of 20 participants. If energy/petrol costs rise to a point
where the tour operator and/or any facility, including hotels, deem it necessary to raise
their prices, those increases will be shared by the group. Also, if the value of the dollar
vs. the Euro falls to a point whereby the base cost of the tour rises, the tour participant
agrees to an additional surcharge to cover the cost of this increase. The base currency
exchange that the price of this tour was developed on was one dollar/1.18 Euro.
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Travel Pros Tours LLC and/or Albion Tours reserves the right to add a surcharge to the
price of the tour at final billing, or modify or cancel the tour, if the minimum number of
participants is not reached. No insurance is included. The tour cost includes planning,
handling and all operational charges. Prices are based on tariffs and exchange rates
effective at time of printing. In the event of severe currency fluctuation or tariff increase,
the cost is subject to adjustment.

Changes to Itinerary.

Travel Pros Tours LLC & Albion Tours have made every attempt to make the tour
itineraries accurate. However, should circumstances beyond our control cause certain
portions of the tour to be cancelled or itinerary changed; there will be no refunds of
anticipated portions of the tour. There are numerous reasons why some portions of the
tour might be cancelled or rearranged but Travel Pros Tours LLC and Albion Tours will
make every effort to arrange for a suitable replacement for any cancelled portion.
However, if a brewery or event cancels and Travel Pros Tours LLC or Albion Tours are
unable to make other arrangements, it is understood that no cost adjustments will be
made to the individual participants. Every effort is made to keep changes to a minimum
and to maintain standards of similar category and quality if possible in the opinion of the
tour operators.

Group Travel Situations:
Travel within a group situation invariably involves compromise to accommodate diverse
desires, travel goals, personalities and physical abilities of all group members. Travel
Pros Tours LLC & Albion Tour group leaders and local guides may be required to
improvise and exercise their good faith discretion and/or make decisions based upon the
consensus of the group. These decisions may not always please each individual, but are
intended to satisfy the general desires of the majority of the group. While we will strive
to make you feel at home in Belgium, we also value and respect the expectations, style of
service and customs of our local hosts and hope to leave them nothing but positive
impressions.
Please understand that Belgium is a foreign country and their customs and habits do not
necessarily compare to the customs and habits of citizens from other countries. The pace
of life is slower here and there is no great sense of urgency in day to day situations. This
must be fully understood to fully appreciate the tour.
I fully and clearly understand that I will be consuming alcohol during the tour and I
accept full responsibility for my behavior, well being, and health throughout the tour,
which may involve a variety of activities, unfamiliar locations, and modes of travel,
including but not limited to: pedestrian travel on busy streets, rail travel, train platforms
and stations, hotel stairways, cobblestone streets, public taxis, public busses, trains and
trams, brewery tours, bars and pubs, and bus stairs. I further realize that brewery tours
may involve beer tasting before or after the tour; and that the tour may involve walking
through unfamiliar, narrow and/or steep corridors, gangways, stairways and driveways.
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I also realize that breweries may be operational during certain visits and that this presents
additional hazards including heat and steam, reduced visibility, hot pipes and metal
brewing equipment. I knowingly and willfully accept these risks and take complete and
total responsibility for my behavior, well being and health during the tour.
I also understand and acknowledge that as a group tour, individual requests for a variance
of the tour or specific requests of a personalized nature can not be accomplished unless
the majority of the group desires the same objective and the tour operator agrees.

USE OF PHOTOGRAPHY:
Travel Pros Tours LLC, www.belgiumking.com, Albion Tours and all of its affiliates and
subsidiaries reserves the right to take photographs during the operation of the tour and
may use the same for the promotional purposes. By reserving a tour with the above
mentioned firms the tour participant agrees to allow their images to be used for the
purpose stated. If you do not wish to allow your image to be used, advise the tour leader
at the commencement of the tour. If no acknowledgement is made, all photos become the
sole property of the above and may be used at their discretion.

PLEASE READ AND SIGN BELOW. WE CANNOT CONFIRM YOUR
RESERVATION WITHOUT YOUR SIGNATURE

Responsibility
I hereby release Travel Pros Tours LLC & Albion Tours and all of its officers and
employees from liability for any accident to my person, or any physical illness I may
have during my travels or upon my return and waive any future claims against travel Pros
Tours LLC & Albion Tours nor its officers and employees. I understand that neither
Travel Pros Tours LLC, Albion Tours, nor its officers and employees, nor any travel
agent, nor Belgiumking Tours, nor www.belgiumking.com nor any other entity involved
with this tour is responsible for my personal health. If I want insurance of any kind, I will
take care of this myself. Low cost travel insurance is available and is highly
recommended for this and any tour.

Travel Pros Tours LLC & Albion Tours NV, Knokke-Heist, Belgium are the tour
organizers and acts as an agent, for the hotels, bus companies or owners or contractors
providing accommodations, transportation or other services, and all coupons, exchange
orders, vouchers, receipts, contracts and tickets issued by Albion Tours are issued subject
to any and all tariffs terms and conditions under which any accommodations,
transportation or any other services whatsoever are provided by such hotels, bus
companies or contractors or by persons in their employ.
Travel Pros Tours LLC and/or any of it’s affiliates and Albion Tours and/or any of it’s
affiliates nor its officers and employees, are not responsible for personal injury or
property damage or loss arising out of the act or negligence of any direct air carrier, hotel
or other person rendering any of the services or accommodations offered herein.
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The tour member agrees to the foregoing and also agrees that Travel Pros Tours LLC
and/or Albion Tours and all of its officers and employees, shall not be or become liable
or responsible for any loss, injury or damage to person, property or otherwise in
connection with any accommodations, transportation or other services, resulting directly
or indirectly from any acts of God, dangers incident to the sea, fire, breakdown in
machinery or equipment, acts of government or other authorities, de jure or de facto, wars
whether declared or not, hostilities, civil disturbances, strikes, riots, thefts, pilferage,
epidemics, quarantines, medical or custom regulations, defaults, delays or cancellations
of or changes to itinerary or schedules, or from any causes beyond Travel Pros Tours
LLC and/or Albion Tours control, or for any loss or damage resulting from insufficient or
improperly issued passports, visas or other documents, and that neither Travel Pros Tours
LLC and/or Albion Tours nor any of its officers, or employees, or affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be or become liable or responsible for any additional expenses or
liability sustained or incurred by the tour member or tour organizer as result of any at the
foregoing or any other unmentioned causes.

Participant Responsibility:
Tour members assume the responsibility to select/design a trip most appropriate to their
physical abilities and interests. Members are responsible for being in sufficiently good
health to undertake their trip and may be required to obtain a physician’s release to
participate in the trip either before or during the tour if it becomes evident that the tour
member is not physically capable of taking full advantage of the tour. In no case will the
tour operator make changes to or amend any portion of the tour due to the physical
limitations of any individual or individuals. If it becomes evident that any individual or
individuals are not physically capable to continue the tour, the tour member will be
responsible for obtaining medical treatment on their own and the tour operator will bear
no responsibility for said treatment. Also, if a tour member is deemed to be a hindrance to
the overall tour, the tour member may be asked to leave the tour. If this occurs, any and
all funds paid for the tour will be relinquished and no recourse will be available to that
tour member. All tour members understand that this is a beer tour and each tour member
is responsible for their individual actions and are expected to be responsible for their own
consumption of alcohol. In general, the beer in Belgium is much stronger than U.S. beer;
and this is to be taken into strict consideration. Any tour member that over indulges to the
point that they might become a risk or liability to the tour group will be asked to leave the
tour. Also, any individual that is deemed to be a risk to the tour group will be left at the
point that the tour operators deem that they have become a risk. The individual
understands that Travel Pros Tours LLC nor Albion Tours nor any of its officers, or
employees, affiliates or subsidiaries will accept no responsibility for these actions. The
individual will need to make necessary arrangements to obtain transportation to the
airport on their own. If a tour member is asked to leave the tour, under no circumstance
will that individual be allowed to re-join the tour.
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Tour members are responsible for studying all pre-departure information, for conforming
to basic standards of personal hygiene, and for acting in a manner considerate of fellow
group members and the countries visited. Smoking is not permitted in busses and other
designated non-smoking areas. Travel Pros Tours LLC and/or Albion Tours reserves the
right to withdraw a tour, to refuse to accept or retain any person as a member of a tour at
any time, or to make changes in the itinerary whenever, in its sole judgment, conditions
warrant, or if such changes result from circumstances beyond the control of Travel Pros
Tours LLC and/or Albion Tours or if it deems it necessary for the comfort, convenience
or safety of the passengers. As this is a ‘group’ tour, a strict schedule must be adhered to
in order to not disrupt the tour nor any of the facilities that are being visited. Any tour
member that is not at the designated place and time as per the schedule will be left
behind. The tour operator will not be able to wait for individuals due to tardiness or over
sleeping. Please be aware that this has happened in the past.

I have read, and I fully understand and agree to all the above conditions and terms,
especially noting limitations of liability and participant responsibility.

Traveler #1 Name: _____________________________________________________

Signature: __________________________________________________________

Date: ____________________________________

I have read, and I fully understand and agree to all the above conditions and terms,
especially noting limitations of liability and participant responsibility.

Traveler #2 Name: _____________________________________________________

Signature: __________________________________________________________

Date: ____________________________________

Initial & Date ______________________


